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Best practices for the reprojection and resampling of
Sentinel-2 Multi Spectral Instrument Level 1C data
David P. Roy , Jian Li , Hankui K. Zhang and Lin Yan

Geospatial Sciences Center of Excellence, South Dakota State University, Brookings, SD, USA

ABSTRACT
The standard geolocated Sentinel-2 Multi Spectral Instrument (MSI)
L1C data products are defined in spatially overlapping tiles in differ-
ent Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) map projection zones. Best
practices for reprojection and resampling to properly utilize and
benefit from the L1C data format are presented. Three sets of 10 m
Sentinel-2 L1C data acquired in the same orbit at different latitudes
are examined to illustrate and quantify (a) the spatial properties of
the L1C data and provide insights into the occurrence of overlapping
tiles and overlapping tiles defined in different UTM zones from the
same MSI swath, (b) the geometric implications of resampling and
reprojection approaches that consider only the data from one L1C
tile and not the data from other tiles in the overlap region that are
defined in different UTM zones and (c) a recommended approach
that considers all the overlapping L1C tile data and is shown statis-
tically and qualitatively to improve the geometric fidelity of the
reprojected resampled L1C data.
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1. Introduction

The Sentinel-2 Multi Spectral Instrument (MSI) has 13 reflective spectral bands defined at
10 m, 20m and 60m in an approximately 290 km swath (20.6° field of view from an altitude
of 786 km) with global coverage every 10 days (Drusch et al. 2012). The data are processed
into top-of-atmosphere (TOA) radiance swath (L1B) products, that are not currently available
and are designed for expert users who can undertake complex orthorectification them-
selves, and as available geolocated TOA reflectance (L1C) products (ESA 2015a, 2015b). The
geolocated L1C products are defined by splitting each MSI swath into fixed 109 × 109 km
tiles in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) map projection. The L1C tile structure is
quite complicated for users to handle without reliance on dedicated software tool kits. In
particular, as we illustrate in this article, adjacent L1C tiles from the same MSI swath overlap
spatially and may be defined in different UTM zones, i.e., in separate map projections each
covering 6° of longitude centred over a meridian of longitude (Snyder 1993).

The correct handling of spatially overlapping L1C tiles defined in different UTM zones
is required to properly utilize and benefit from the Sentinel-2 L1C format. We demon-
strate that reprojection approaches that consider only the data from one L1C tile, and
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not also from overlapping tiles defined in different UTM zones from the same MSI swath,
will result in a pronounced degradation of the geometric fidelity. A computationally
efficient approach that considers all the L1C tile data is described. This is important
because we demonstrate the occurrence of overlapping tiles defined in different UTM
zones is common and because L1C data reprojection is needed to make regional to
global scale map products or to compare the data to other satellite data (Roy et al. 2010;
Yan et al. 2016).

2. Study area and data

The Sentinel-2 L1C data are provided in Standard Archive Format for Europe (SAFE) files
(ESA 2015a, 2015b). Each SAFE file corresponds to approximately 45 s of MSI sensing in
the track direction, covering approximately 290 km (across-track) by 325 km (along-
track). There are typically more than 10 L1C tiles in each SAFE file. Three SAFE files were
acquired from the same Sentinel-2 orbit to (a) ensure that only images sensed on the
same day were acquired, and so temporal compositing of images from different days
(Roy et al. 2010, 2014; Griffiths et al. 2013) is not required; (b) capture a range of
latitudes, as the overlap between adjacent UTM zone changes polewards and (c) reduce
different geometric errors that can be present in different polar orbiting satellite orbits
(Wolfe et al. 2002). Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the Sentinels Scientific Data Hub and
the locations of the three selected SAFE files. The SAFE files were sensed on 8 December
2015 over the Russian Federation (south east of Moscow), Sudan (north of Magrur) and
South Africa (Cape Town).

Figure 1. Sentinels Scientific Data Hub screen shot (https://scihub.copernicus.eu/) showing the
locations of the three SAFE files used in this study. Green shows the Sentinel-2 locations sensed 8
December 2015 and orange shows the three selected images used in the Russian Federation (centre
52°43ʹ44.4″N 42°52ʹ22.8″E), Sudan (centre 14°48ʹ28.8″N 30°58ʹ30.0″E) and South Africa (centre 33°
55ʹ48.0″S 19°47ʹ52.8″E). The data were ordered on 2 February 2016.
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3. Methodology

3.1. Map projection and tile coordinate system

A map projection and coordinate system was selected. The specific map projection is
unimportant for the purposes of this study as resampling effects will occur at the scale
of several 10 m Sentinel L1C pixels, and at this local scale, geometric distortions imposed
by different map projections are negligible (Snyder 1993). The equal area sinusoidal
projection used to define the global coarse spatial resolution Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) land products (Wolfe, Roy, and Vermote 1998)
and the global Web Enabled Landsat (WELD) product tiling system was used. The global
WELD products define monthly and annual 30 m Landsat nadir BRDF-adjusted reflec-
tance (NBAR) surface reflectance derived by the algorithms described in Roy et al. (2010,
2016) and are available at http://globalweld.cr.usgs.gov/collections/. The global WELD
tiles are nested within the standard 10° × 10° MODIS land product tiles (Wolfe, Roy, and
Vermote 1998). There are 7 × 7 global WELD tiles within each MODIS land tile, and the
file name includes the MODIS horizontal (0–36) and vertical (0–17) tile coordinates, and
the nested WELD tile horizontal and vertical tile coordinates (0–6). Each global WELD tile
is composed of 5295 × 5295 30 m pixels and covers about 159 × 159 km.

3.2. Reprojection and quantification of Sentinel-2 L1C geometric resampling
shifts

The L1C 10 m data in the SAFE file were reprojected into the global WELD tile encom-
passing the majority of the SAFE file image area. Specifically, following the conventional
inverse gridding approach (Konecny 1976), each 10 m pixel location (sinusoidal coordi-
nates) across the global WELD tile was projected into the Sentinel-2 L1C tiles (UTM
coordinates) taking care to use the correct L1C tile UTM zone. The reprojected locations
usually fall between Sentinel-2 pixel locations and so nearest neighbour resampling was
used as it is computationally efficient, preserves the input image pixel values and so raster
cloud and saturation masks can be resampled, and because it allows for quantification of
geometric resampling shifts. When considering a single image the maximum nearest
neighbour resampling shift is 0.5 of the input image pixel dimension in the image x or
y directions and √2/2 pixels in the input image diagonal directions (Shlien 1979; Roy 2000).

The correct handling of overlapping Sentinel-2 L1C tiles, and in particular of over-
lapping tiles that are defined in different UTM zones, is required to properly utilize and
benefit from the Sentinel-2 L1C format. Figure 2 illustrates a cartoon of this issue for a
projected sinusoidal tile pixel location (cross) and Sentinel-2 pixel locations for two
adjacent spatially overlapping L1C tiles sensed in the same sensor swath but defined
in different UTM zones (blue and red dots). The pixels in the two L1C tiles are illustrated
with different colours and are not aligned because they are defined in different UTM
zones. Under nearest neighbour resampling, the closest pixel to the cross is selected. In
practice, the projected sinusoidal tile pixel locations could fall anywhere in the overlap
region and the closest pixel could be from either Sentinel-2 L1C tile. In the illustrated
example, the closest pixel is the red pixel that is distance a from the cross. If only the
blue L1C tile pixels are considered, then the closest pixel is the blue pixel that is distance
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b from the cross. In Figure 2, the distances a and b correspond to location shift errors
imposed by nearest neighbour resampling. The distance c quantifies the position
difference induced by considering one rather than the other tile of Sentinel-2 data.

In this study, every 10 m global WELD tile pixel was reprojected into the SAFE file data
and the distances a, b and c (Figure 2) were quantified where there were overlapping
Sentinel-2 L1C tiles. The UTM zone East and North components of a and bwere also derived.
The distance c is more complex to determine as the tiles are defined in different UTM zones.
Therefore, c was derived in metres using a spherical coordinate transformation as follows:

c ¼ r � arccos sinΦa � sinΦb � cos λa � λbð Þ þ cosΦa � cosΦbð Þ � π=180 (1)

where r is the semi-major Earth axis value used in the WGS84 UTM system (6378137.0 m),
and λa;Φa and λb;Φb are the longitude and latitudes (decimal degrees), respectively, of
the two earth surface pixel locations at either end of the arrow c in Figure 2.

3.3. Recommended reprojection and resampling methodology to correctly
handle overlapping Sentinel-2 L1C tiles defined in different UTM zones

The recommended approach is to resample the data considering all the overlapping
Sentinel-2 L1C tile pixels. In practice, this means either developing an efficient processing
scheme, or storing all the Sentinel-2 L1C tile data in memory at the same time, which is
computationally expensive given the very large SAFE file data volume and is complicated
because of the need to handle the different UTM zones. A straightforward and recom-
mended scheme is to process each Sentinel-2 L1C tile independently in sequence. For
each resampled pixel location (i.e., the cross in Figure 2), the distance to the closest
Sentinel-2 pixel is stored. Each time a resampled pixel location is projected into a Sentinel-
2 tile, its distance to the closest Sentinel-2 pixel is derived and the Sentinel-2 pixel data are
selected only if the distance is smaller than the distance found for the previous L1C tile. In
this way, only one Sentinel-2 L1C tile at a time needs to be stored in memory, each UTM

Figure 2. Cartoon of Sentinel-2 pixel locations on the earth surface for two adjacent overlapping L1C
tiles sensed in the same MSI swath but defined in different UTM zones (blue and red dots) and the
location of a projected sinusoidal tile pixel (cross). The distances a and b define nearest neighbour
resampling errors, and c quantifies the position difference induced by considering one rather than
the other tile of Sentinel-2 data (see text for details).
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zone is treated separately and the resampling results are the same regardless of the
number or processing order of the overlapping Sentinel-2 L1C tiles. Thus, in the Figure 2
example, if the first tile processed was the blue tile then the blue pixel data would be
reprojected, and distance value b stored; then when the red tile is processed the
resampled pixel location would be found to fall within the red tile and, as a < b, the
red pixel data would be overwritten into the reprojected image.

4. Results

4.1. Example global WELD reprojected Sentinel-2 L1C data and quantification of
the incidence of overlapping Sentinel-2 L1C tiles within SAFE files

Figure 3 shows the reprojected Sudan Sentinel-2 data. Within the geographic extent of
the global WELD tile, there were nine Sentinel-2 L1C tiles that were defined in two
different UTM zones. Resampling effects are not apparent at this scale.

Figure 4 shows the Sentinel-2 L1C tile counts for the Sudan SAFE tile data falling
within the geographic extent of the WELD tile (Figure 3). There were a total of six
Sentinel-2 tiles defined in UTM zone 35 N (Figure 4(a)) and three defined in UTM zone
36 N (Figure 4(b)). The overlapping Sentinel-2 tile boundaries occurring in each UTM
zone are quite evident with up to four (yellow) different overlapping L1C tiles occurring
at certain 10 m locations. A total of 19.04% (Figure 4(a)) and 12.37% (Figure 4(b)) of the
10 m pixel locations occurred where there were more than one overlapping Sentinel-2
tile defined in the same UTM zone, and 40.51% of the pixel locations occurred where

Figure 3. Sudan Sentinel-2 L1C SAFE file tile data (nine L1C tiles) reprojected into global WELD tile
hh20vv07.h6v3 (sinusoidal projection, 15885 × 15885 10 m pixels) using the recommended method to
handle overlapping Sentinel-2 L1C tile data defined in different UTM zones. True colour, i.e., 665 nm
(red), 560 nm (green), 490 nm (blue), 10 m Sentinel-2 top of atmosphere reflectance bands shown. The
numbered yellow arrows show the geographic locations of the results illustrated in Figure 5.
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overlapping Sentinel-2 tiles were defined in different UTM zones (Figure 4(d)). For the
Russian Federation and South Africa tiles, between 5.79% and 14.43% of the pixel
locations occurred where there were more than one overlapping Sentinel-2 tile defined
in the same UTM zone, and between 47.53% and 48.98% of the pixel locations occurred
where overlapping Sentinel-2 tiles were defined in different UTM zones.

4.2. Quantification of Sentinel-2 L1C geometric resampling shifts and detailed
illustration of recommended resampling and reprojection approach

Figure 4 illustrates the need for careful handling of the different L1C tiles found in each
SAFE file. The finding that between 41% and 49% of the pixel locations in the global
WELD tiles occurred where there were overlapping Sentinel-2 L1C tiles defined in
different UTM zones underscores this need. The nearest neighbour resampling location
shift errors, i.e., a, b and c (Figure 2), in the overlapping L1C tile regions were derived
and are summarized in Tables 1–3. The results are reported to the nearest millimetre,
which is a false level of precision, but are reported to establish that the reprojection and
resampling was implemented correctly and reflects the precision of the projection

Figure 4. Sudan Sentinel-2 L1C tile counts for the same geographic region as Figure 3. The counts of
the number of different Sentinel-2 L1C tiles defined in UTM zone 35 N (a), in UTM zone 36 N (b), and
in either zone (c), are coloured as Grey = 0, Purple = 1, Blue = 2, Green = 3, and Yellow = 4. Plot (d)
shows the 10 m locations (white) where there were Sentinel-2 L1C tiles defined in both UTM zones.
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calculations. For all three data sets, the UTM zone East and North components of a and b
varied from about 0.0 m (i.e., the projected sinusoidal pixel coordinate fell precisely on a
Sentinel-2 L1C pixel) to 5.0 m (i.e., the projected sinusoidal pixel coordinate fell midway
between two Sentinel-2 L1C 10 m pixels). Similarly, the minimum and maximum values
of a or b are bounded from approximately 0.0 m to √2/2 of the Sentinel-2 10 m pixel
dimension. The mean and standard deviations of a and b are 3.836 m and 1.424 m.
These statistics reflect the expected geometric resampling error when a single Sentinel-2
L1C 10 m tile is nearest neighbour resampled.

The distance c quantifies the shift induced by considering one UTM zone tile
rather than the other UTM zone tile in regions where adjacent tiles overlap
(Figure 2). For all three Sentinel-2 SAFE files, the minimum and maximum c values
are about 0 m and not less than 13.9 m respectively, with mean and standard
deviation values of about 5.2 m and 2.5 m, respectively, (Tables 1–3). Notably, the
c value summary statistics are greater than the equivalent a and b statistics. This
means that resampling and reprojection approaches that consider only the Sentinel-2
data from one L1C tile, and not from other tiles in the overlap region defined in
different UTM zones, will result in a significant degradation of the geometric fidelity
of the resampled image. This is illustrated in Figure 5 – the linear high contrast
features are more coherent and the geometric fidelity is improved when the

Figure 5. Example reprojected nearest neighbour resampled Sentinel-2 images considering (a and d)
only one L1C tile defined in UTM zone 35 N (b and e) only one L1C tile defined in UTM zone 36 N (c
and f), both overlapping tiles using the recommended resampling method. The images are all
250 × 250 10 m pixels and were derived from the Sudan SAFE file L1C data. Top row images (a–c)
located at 15°17ʹ42.1″N 30°39ʹ48.9″E (Figure 3, location 1). Bottom row images (d–f) located at 14°
37ʹ49.9″N 30°43ʹ40.5″E (Figure 3, location 2). True colour 665 nm (red), 560 nm (green) and 490 nm
(blue) top of atmosphere reflectance shown.
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recommended method is used. The geometric differences among these three sets of
images are greatest comparing the results derived from the separate L1C zone tiles,
i.e., comparing the (a) and (b) results, or the (d) and (e) results. The recommended
approach considers both sets of L1C data and therefore a greater density of Sentinel-
2 observations is available for resampling (Figure 2), which results in the improved
geometric fidelity evident in Figure 5(c,f).

Table 2. Summary statistics of Sentinel-2 L1C 10 m pixel nearest neighbor resampling shifts a, b, c
(Figure 2) and the east and north components of a and b, for the Russian Federation SAFE file
encompassed by global WELD tile hh20vv03.h3v4.

aeast (m) anorth (m) a (m) beast (m) bnorth (m) b (m) c (m) (” in parentheses)

Minimum 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.001
(0.0000”)

Maximum 5.000 5.000 7.069 5.000 5.000 7.069 13.943
(0.4509”)

Mean 2.500 2.500 3.826 2.500 2.500 3.826 5.208
(0.1684”)

Standard deviation 1.443 1.443 1.424 1.443 1.443 1.424 2.476
(0.0801”)

Statistics derived from a total of 223534923 10 m pixels where there were Sentinel-2 10 m data defined in both UTM
zones 37N and 38N.

Table 3. Summary statistics of Sentinel-2 L1C 10 m pixel nearest neighbour resampling shifts a, b, c
(Figure 2) and the east and north components of a and b, for the South Africa SAFE file
encompassed by global WELD tile hh19vv12.h2v3.

aeast (m) anorth (m) a (m) beast (m) bnorth (m) b (m) c (m) (” in parentheses)

Minimum 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002
(0.0001”)

Maximum 5.000 5.000 7.070 5.000 5.000 7.069 13.909
(0.4498”)

Mean 2.500 2.500 3.826 2.500 2.500 3.826 5.217
(0.1687”)

Standard deviation 1.443 1.443 1.424 1.443 1.443 1.424 2.480
(0.0802”)

Statistics derived from a total of 166990903 10 m pixels where there were Sentinel-2 10 m data defined in both UTM
zones 33S and 34S.

Table 1. Summary statistics of Sentinel-2 L1C 10 m pixel nearest neighbour resampling shifts a, b, c
(Figure 2) and the east and north components of a and b, for the Sudan SAFE file encompassed by
global WELD tile hh20vv07.h6v3 (Figures 3 and 4).

aeast (m) anorth (m) a (m) beast (m) bnorth (m) b (m) c (m) (” in parentheses)

Minimum 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.002
(0.0001”)

Maximum 5.000 5.000 7.070 5.000 5.000 7.070 13.936
(0.4507”)

Mean 2.500 2.500 3.826 2.500 2.500 3.826 5.225
(0.1690”)

Standard deviation 1.443 1.443 1.424 1.443 1.443 1.424 2.484
(0.0803”)

Statistics derived from a total of 252333225 10 m pixels where there were Sentinel-2 10 m data defined in both UTM
zones 35 N and 36 N.
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5. Conclusion

The complexity of the Sentinel-2 L1C data format illustrated in this article presents some
technical challenges and also opportunities. A significant proportion of the L1C tiles in
each Sentinel-2 SAFE file (i.e., sensed in the same MSI swath) overlap and are defined in
different UTM zones. Resampling and reprojection approaches that consider only the
data from one L1C tile, and not from different UTM zone tiles in the tile overlap region,
will fail to benefit from the increased information provided by the Sentinel-2 L1C format.
Arguably, for certain applications, this may not matter, particularly those that derive
coarser spatial resolution products than the native Sentinel-2 data resolution.

Reprojection approaches that consider only the Sentinel-2 data from one L1C tile, and not
also from overlapping tiles defined in different UTM zones, will result in a pronounced
degradation of the geometric fidelity of the reprojected data. Location shifts induced by
considering one UTM zone L1C tile rather than the other UTM zone tile in regions where tiles
overlap are shown to be greater than a single tile nearest neighbour resampling shifts. In
solution, a recommended reprojection approach that considers all the L1C tile data, and
therefore ensures that a greater spatial density of Sentinel-2 observations is available for
resampling, was described. The recommended approach is computationally efficient, as it
requires processing of each Sentinel-2 L1C tile independently, and properly utilizes and
benefits from the L1C tile format. Other resampling approaches including bilinear and cubic
convolution resampling that fit surfaces to the 4 and 16 neighbouring pixel values, respec-
tively, in the input image to estimate the resampled pixel value (Park and Schowengerdt 1983)
could be used to resample the projected Sentinel-2 L1C data. Regardless of which resampler is
used, they are all expected to provide results with improved geometric fidelity if the greater
density of Sentinel-2 observations in the L1C tile overlap region is resampled. Similarly, image
restoration approaches that use knowledge of the system Point Spread Function (Shen et al.
2014) and pansharpening approaches that fuse higher spatial resolution panchromatic with
lower spatial resolution multispectral imagery (Zhang and Roy 2016) may benefit.
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